
Site Visit Report By Prem & Lalitha 
 
Date: 15th -16th December 2015 
 

Chitradurga is a city and the headquarters of Chitradurga district, which is about 200 km from  

the state capital Bengaluru in Karnataka, India.  We reached the Shivaganga office at 4.30 PM 

on 15th December 2015, and were greeted by our friends Dr.Geetha, Mr. Prakash (Kuvempu 

founder) and his family. That evening we visited few of the Vidya Kendra and the following day 

we visited tailoring classes for women, met student beneficiaries and parents. Our visited ended 

with interacting with the teacher’s of the foundation. This report briefly describes our visit of two 

days.  

 

Vidya Kendra visit (Evening tuition centers)  

 

 Hulluru Vidya Kendra: This is a small village about 25 km from Chitradurga. In the 

evening, tuitions are conducted by Kuvempu Trust, supported by the Asha Foundation, 

between 5-8 pm. About 25 children who study in classes ranging from LKG (Lower 

Kindergarten) to 7th grade attend these tuitions. These students attend Government school 

in the morning and are from a very poor economic background. Most parents are either 

laborers or farmers. Sumithra and Subith are the two teachers managing the center by 

helping the students learn various subjects such as Kannada, English, Mathematics and 

Science. Older children aged about 14 also assist to teach the younger ones. The children 

were made to sit in small groups of 6 to 8 students each. This format was impressive as kids 

who were bright taught the ones who needed help in studying what was taught during the 

day in Government schools. One of the happiest moments for us was to know that the 

current teacher Subith was previously a student beneficiary and has joined back as a 

teacher, in a way paying it forward to the foundation. All the children were very smart and 

intelligent and were performing very well in studies as well as extracurricular activities. One 

example was that of a 7th  grade student, who has won various paintings competitions and 

his sketches were published in the local Kannada newspaper. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chitradurga_district
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bengaluru
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Pictures: (1-3) students studying in groups (4) Student achievement of his sketches appearing 

in local Kannada news paper. 

 

 Nagaraghatta Vidya Kendra:  Nagarajappa and Ashok were the two teachers at this 

center. The evening tuitions at this village were conducted at the teacher’s (Nagarajappa’s) 

house. Mr. Nagaraj has been part of Kuvempu over the last 14 years and is one of the very 

popular teachers among his students. The approach road was dark and children use 

torchlight to reach this study center. The house is very small and the lighting inside the 

house was insufficient. Some solar lights (courtesy Asha) were helpful. About 30 Children 

between ages 8-11 years attend this study center. There were about 5 students who were 

orphaned and need much more financial support in addition to what they receive from the 

foundation. Nagaraj & his wife have three girl children and he finds it difficult to conduct the 



classes within his house. As there are lot more children attending the classes, space is a 

constraint. 

Suggestions/needs:  

 Approach road is very dark, could we provide more solar lights in common approach roads? 

 The lighting inside Nagaraj’s house is also limited with couple of solar lights, some more     

could be provided to improve lighting within the house. 

 There is a empty plot next to Mr.Nagaraj’s house, which he is willing to give to build a place 

for the children to study so that he could move his evening teaching classes from his house. 

 About 6 orphan children attend the evening classes who are smart and need financial help 

apart from funding their usual schooling.  
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Pictures: (5) Dark approach road towards Nagaraghatta center (Nagaraj’s house), (6-8)students 

studying, and reading books funded by Asha. 



 Echaghatta Vidya Kendra: About 35 children from age 6 to 12 years attend evening 

tuitions at this center conducted by teachers Rathnamma and Rangamma. There are very 

limited street lights in the surrounding areas, hence children are either dropped by parents 

or accompanied by teachers. Rathnamma’s house is well lit with sufficient space for children 

to sit and had all educational charts displayed. The children are very smart and inquisitive. 

One of the intelligent students was Madhusudan, who is a very smart speaker and has taken 

part in various debate competitions held within the district. This student has a heart problem 

and is currently being treated by Mr. Prakash. 
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Pictures: (9&10) Enthusiastic students at 8.30pm!! , (11) Proud teacher Rathnamma, (12) 

debator Madhusudan. 

 



 Shivaganga Vidya Kendra: This is conducted at the Mr. Prakash’s house (Founder of 

Kuvempu Trust). Mangalagowri and Megha are the teachers (both educational grant 

students) at this center. Since we were there for our visit, the kids were very patient and 

waited in the center till 9.30 pm (usually the classes are over by 8.pm, thanks to Prakash & 

family the kids were given snacks for that night). There were about 35 children aged 

between 6 to 13 years. There were educational charts all over the place and also a mini 

library for children to borrow books. One of the girls performed a dance. This girl was once 

handicapped, could only crawl and unable to walk. Prakash & family have spent their 

personal money and got her operated in Vellore Hospital to help her walk. 
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Pictures: (13) Dance performance (14) Standing: Current teachers, who were once Asha 

beneficiaries  (15-16) Students at Shivaganga center. 

 



 Chitrahalli Vidya Kendra: There were 12 children at this evening school and Mr.Lokanaik 

was the teacher. They were children of beggars and Rag pickers.  Initially they lived closer to 

the main road and Government school. But, they were forcibly evicted from that site and 

relocated to a much further location of the village. These children were not allowed to attend 

morning government school. Mr.Prakash, Dr.Geetha and & the Kuvempu teachers really 

struggled to convince the locals and encouraged such children to attend regular school in the 

morning and also started the evening tuitions. 

 

 Ramenahalli Vidya Kendra: This center had 30 children aged between 7-17years old. 

Husband and wife (Mr Shankar & Mrs.Radha) are both teachers for the last 8 years and their 

house is used as evening tuition center. About 20 high school children benefit from the 

evening tuitions at this center.  

 
Suggestions/needs 

 They requested a separate place for evening tuitions as they were finding it inconvenient 

running them at their house.  

 Some students are not given receipt of the full feels paid at the college and hence find it 

very difficult to get aid. For example Mr. Shakar’s daughter who currently studies 

Paramedical course and is a student beneficiary was charged 10,000 Rs for the course. The 

receipt was paid only for 4,000 Rs while the remaining money was taken as college building 

fund. While the aid is provided to the students depending on the fees receipt the extra 

unbilled amount is currently a problem.  
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Pictures: (17 &18) Evening classes at Ramenahalli 



Day 2 

Beneficiaries of Asha Foundation: Interview with students 

There are a number of students who are very intelligent and in need of financial help as they are  

very poor. Parents of these children are usually laborers who find it very tough to meet their daily  

needs. With the help of Asha foundation, there are number of children who have benefitted, a few 

of them are listed below. 
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Studying her third year Paramedical course after 12th grade. 

She has performed very well in the first two year of the 

course. She would like to pursue Bachelor of Science after 

that and later wants to work and support the family.  

study  

 

Studying B.com second year. Being supported by foundation 

for last 13 years. She would like to complete her degree and 

pursue a career. She is very happy and thankful to all for 

providing her the support and she promises to help others 

when she gets a job. 

study  

 

  She  She has been benefitted from the foundation from grade I and  

     S    she’s currently pursuing her Pre-University (11th grade). She  

           would like to pursue her Master of Arts and later work. She is 

           very grateful for all the financial support and she promises to  

           support the foundation in future.  
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                           Pictures: (19-22) Student beneficiaries of the Foundation 

 

                                                                                                                   

Beneficiaries of Asha Foundation: Interview with Parents 
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She is studying her preuniversity (12th grade) and 

secured 55% in her 10th  grade. She has been coming to 

the evening tuitions from 6th  grade and has been a 

beneficiary from last year. She would like to complete her 

Bachelor of Arts. She is very thankful to the Vidya kendra 

for all the financial support.  She would like to become a 

Vidya Kendra teacher once she graduates. 

 

Manjamma is a widow and proud parent of Rekha. Her 

daughter has benefited from the evening tuition and also 

received grant over the last 9 years. Rekha secured 60% 

in both 10th grade and 12th grade. Since they are poor 

they got her married but Rekha is currently pursuing her 

Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science.  Her son is 

currently studying and attending evening tuitions. She is 

very happy and thankful for all the help the foundation is 

rendering. 
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Pictures: (23 & 24) Manjamma & Neelamma proud parents of students benefited from the 

foundation. 

 

 

Suggestions/needs: 

 Fee receipt Issue: How to support students who are given fee receipt for only half the 

amount  paid( for example if the total college fees paid by the parent is  10,000 , the college 

provides bill only for 5K and remaining 5K is taken as building fund for which there is no bill. 

 How to encourage college dropouts to study further? 

 

Tailoring classes for women: 

 

Tailoring classes are held at Shivaganga in Mr.Prakash’s house. There about 20 women who have  

currently enrolled for the classes. There are two teachers who train women on various stitching 

techniques such as blouse, frocks, dresses, salwar, etc. Most of the women who attend classes are 

either single parents or young widows; hence this opportunity of learning empowers them and 

makes them financially independent. 

Suggestions/needs 

 Machines are very old and not in a working condition and needs replacement. 

 There are a lot of handicapped women who require special attachment or electric powered 

sewing machine. 

 In future could we have a website for product display and sell products and raise funds? 

 Help connect with others for a sustainable business. 

Neelamma is the proud mother of Kavya who’s pursuing 

second year commerce degree. Kavya has been benefited 

from the foundation and trust from 4th grade. Kavya has 

been very successful is securing 65% in her 10th and 12th 

grades. Neelamma is very keen to support the foundation 

in the future once Kavya finds herself a job. 
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          Pictures: (25-27) various handmade crafts, (22) Women attending tailoring class 

 

Evening meet with Teachers & Children: 

 

Thanks to Mr.Prakash, Dr.Geetha, Teachers and all the lovely students who had worked hard for  

our visit and this fun evening. Children performed various cultural activities and talks were given  

by the senior leaders on importance of education. These were followed by meeting all the Asha- 

Kuvempu teachers.  

 

 



Suggestions/needs: 

 Need new computers at the learning center. 

 Regular training for teachers to enhance their skills and to also keep them motivated. 

 Managerial training to Mr.Prakash  
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Pictures: (29 & 30) Evening meet with Teachers & students, (31) Entire team of Asha-Kuvempu 

trust teachers (32) Memento presented to us. 

 



Our personal experience 

This was a very emotional trip for both Prem & me. Though I have been an active corporate 

social member while at Bangalore, this experience was completely different. Though our 

country is progressing at a very rapid rate, there are still the very basic needs such as   

primary education, streetlights, roads and water which are disappointingly lacking. We feel 

happy and proud that being a part of Asha foundation we are making a difference to make 

people’s lives a little better.  

 

Firstly, we would like to thank our friend Narayanan Subramanian & Gayathri Narayanan, 

without whom we would not have meet Sai Gopisetty and know about the Asha for 

Education activities. We are very grateful to Sai in providing us the opportunity to visit the 

projects. Thanks to Dr.Geetha, Mr. Prakash, Mrs.Sudha Prakash for making our stay very 

comfortable and treating us more than a family member would do so. Special thanks to 

Mrs.Sudha Prakash who cooked us so many yummy delicacies during stay and to their sons 

Vivek & Vinay for arranging every single thing on time to make our stay comfortable. 

Special thanks to Raghunath, who drove us from Bangalore and to all the centers where 

there we no roads and for being so patient with us. His parting line was that this trip had 

changed him. Special thanks also to the camera man who covered the entire program’s in 

detail. 
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Picture 33 (L-R): Prem, Vivek (Prakash’s elder son), Raghunath (our driver), Mr.Prakash, 

Mrs.Sudha Prakash, myself (Lalitha), Dr.Geetha, Vinay (Prakash’s younger son), Mr.Cameraman  

 



 


